
In order to survive in an era when the global environment and social structure are undergoing major 

global transformations, the Taisei Group has formulated the “Taisei Vision 2030,” our vision in 10 years, 

and set management goals through backcasting.

Through a dialogue with Mr. Masao SEKI, who studies sustainability management from a perspective 

encompassing Japan and overseas, and the President Yoshiro AIKAWA, we seek to map out a path the 

Company should take in the pursuit of enhancing corporate value by using the SDGs as a tool for 

management transformation, together with pioneer spirit that we inherit since its foundation.

AIKAWA: Shortly after I became President in 2020, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry announced the 

“Green Growth Strategy for Carbon Neutrality in 2050.” 

As it coincided with the timing of the Company’s formulating a new business plan, we incorporated deepening of 

sustainability management in light of the decarbonization declaration and our responses to SDGs and ESG in the 

“TAISEI VISION 2030” and the “Medium-Term Business Plan (2021-2023)” which were announced in the following 

year, 2021. I think it was a very good timing. 

However, as a year has passed since then, I am amazed at the rapid changes in the world. I believe that, in the 

next era, we need to forecast what the world will become more quickly than ever before and accurately. 

SEKI: When we talk about management now, the word of sustainability always comes up. On the other hand, 

when we look at actual society, we see that many issues are emerging not only in an environmental area, but also 

area in all sorts of areas including human rights and biodiversity. 

How do these developments relate to each other and affect sustainability? I believe that it is now required to 

have a firm understanding of global trends that lie at the root of such developments. If the employees fully under-

stand this, it should allow them to make forward-looking proposals and have discussions that would lead to 

enhanced corporate value for both you and your clients, when responding to clients’ requests. 

Yoshiro AIKAWA

President and Chief Executive Officer,
Representative Director

AIKAWA: For carbon neutrality for example, I certainly feel that it is required to take a fundamental approach from 

a long-term perspective, not just to treat the symptoms. 

SEKI: I think so, too. Since climate change is a global issue, we need to take actions that would completely recon-

struct today’s society toward decarbonization, and to further do them in the span of 20 to 30 years that has never 

been experienced by humans. This is a major transformation of the socioeconomic system that must be under-

taken with considerable resolve. 

Another important environmental issue is biodiversity. Research by scientists in the field of biology has also 

pointed out that biodiversity is currently deteriorating at a rapid pace and that it will become a serious problem if 

the trend continues. A global goal of “Nature Positive” to “halt the deteriorating trend of biodiversity and put biodi-

versity on the path to recovery by 2030” is being promoted internationally. We need a response similar to climate 

change measures. 

And the last thing we should not forget is human rights issues. As the global environment has been undergoing 

such drastic changes, people’s lives and dignity are under threat. How can companies make sure to respect 

human rights in the global socioeconomic system? I think it has become a major theme on the same level with 

climate change and biodiversity. 

AIKAWA: While they used to be considered as issues between advanced and developing countries, human rights 

and inequality issues cannot be overlooked given that the phenomenon of uneven distribution of wealth now exists 

within Japan as well. 

SEKI: When we seek to deal with the inequality issue, it is indeed necessary to change the socioeconomic system 

itself. Industry leaders are also interested and trying to address this. I think it has been rare for the industrial world 

to try to tackle poverty issues, however there is a sense of crisis that it would also impact the stability of the society 

as a whole if such issues are left untackled. 

The three themes of climate change, biodiversity, and human rights are not irrelevant to each other; they are all 

connected somewhere. Because they are interrelated, we have to think about solutions by looking at the whole 

thing. It is SDGs that translate them into specific goals and make them clear. 

Instead of working on initiative for the environment, human rights, and SDGs because laws are being developed 

or it becomes mandatory, we need to face those issues for corporate viability. I think it will become necessary to 

recognize that stance and act proactively.

Visiting Professor, The Open University of Japan

Visiting Professor, The Graduate School of Social Design

Senior Advisor on Sustainability, SOMPO JAPAN Insurance Inc.

Masao SEKI

At the Core of Sustainability Management

Developing the Company from    a Long-Term Perspective
Aiming at Enhancing    Fundamental Value
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Construction Business Is To Create the Future

Pursuing Sustainable Development with Ambitious Goals

AIKAWA: We have set out eight issues to be dealt with as the Materiality for sustainability management based on 

the two vectors of impact on the Taisei Group, including the Taisei Group Philosophy and the Medium-Term 

Business Plan, and the interests of society and stakeholders. 

We are striving to help resolve social issues and create value through business activities based on them. 

We review the Materiality periodically on an ongoing basis and pursue sustainability management in our own way. 

However, we still sometimes feel baffled by the speed of changes in the society. Mr. SEKI, as you have continuing discus-

sions with many corporate executives and leaders, what characteristics do you think sustainable companies have? 

SEKI: There are three points when we think about sustainability management. 

The first is how seriously you engage with stakeholders and whether you try to create value together through 

dialogue. External views, as well as internal discussions, are very important in determining the Materiality. It gives 

you an objective view of your company as well as an opportunity to realize your company’s strengths and weak-

nesses. You can sense the expectations of the society. 

The second is employee engagement. In companies where 

sustainability management is thoroughly embraced, each and 

every employee considers sustainable development as his or her 

own matter and incorporates it into daily activities. 

The Japan Association of Corporate Executives studied the 

SDGs and published a report, which contains a unique point of 

view. It argues that SDGs are a tool for management and organi-

zational reform from the management’s point of view. When 

SDGs and sustainable development are thoroughly understood, 

employees realize that they are the main actors in value creation, 

not a cog in the wheel. I fully agree with this analysis. 

The third is to challenge yourself to ambitious goals. It may be 

what Japanese companies that place importance on the consistency of words and deeds are not good at, but 

companies that are globally respected in the field of sustainable development journey to set ambitious goals and 

take on challenges. Even if you only achieve 60 or 70% as a result, I think it would garner much higher praise than 

the attitude of achieving steady results with a low goal. 

It was about 10 years ago when Unilever, which provides daily necessities such as detergents and foods to 

consumers around the world, launched the “Unilever Sustainable Living Plan” with commitment “To Make 

Sustainable Living Commonplace.” With the goal of reaching 1 billion people, it worked under the Plan for 10 years 

and reached out to governments and stakeholders. Not all the goals have been met as it aspired to do, however 

its bold attempt garners immense praise. 

AIKAWA: It is certainly important to challenge high goals. We had many discussions on “our vision in 10 years that 

we aim at” and have formulated the “TAISEI VISION 2030.” From there, we developed the Medium-Term Business 

Plan (2021-2023) through backcasting. 

Setting ambitious targets and thinking about what needs to be done now, instead of piling up what you will be able to 

do every year. It makes it easier for us to understand the meaning of our work, and also improves employee engage-

ment. Above all, I think it generates a much stronger sense of excitement about work and leads to increased motivation. 

Our company traditionally had a tendency of short-termism in that we tend to place the highest importance on 

achieving annual goals. Sustainability, however, is based on a long-term perspective to start with, and the 

awareness for social contribution among employees has been on the rise. That’s why we live today by backcasting 

while imagining the future 10 years ahead. I feel that we have finally begun to break away from short-termism. 

SEKI: Millennials and Generation Z are very interested in such things. 

AIKAWA: Yes. Their values on sustainability will surely bring out positive chemical reaction for the Company. I highly 

expect them to lead the Company in the future.

AIKAWA: Taisei Corporation will celebrate its 150th anniversary next year. I think it is important for us to know our 

history first so that we can continue to exist in the future. The Company started as “Okura Gumi Shokai”, which 

Kihachiro OKURA founded in 1873. Kihachiro was a man with full 

of pioneer spirit. Having established himself from an apprentice at 

a dried bonito wholesaler, he made great achievements in various 

fields including the electric power business, woolen textile busi-

ness, lumber and paper business, hotel business, and education 

business, in addition to construction business. It is not an over-

statement that he built part of the foundation of the Japanese 

economy in the turbulent era from Meiji to Showa.

Inheriting such spirit of our founder, we cherish the Taisei Spirit 

comprising three of “Active and Transparent Culture,” “Evolution 

of Tradition” and “Value Creation.”

Speaking from the perspective of history, “Evolution of 

Tradition” is important. While succeeding the Company’s tradition 

of manufacturing over more than 100 years, at the same time we must take on the challenges of innovation. 

However, innovation that begins from scratch rarely exists. As innovation is achieved over technologies and 

knowhow accumulated so far, it is necessary to cherish the tradition built by our predecessors.

SEKI: “Pioneer spirit” is a very good phrase, isn’t it? That is indeed the tradition and innovation that we need the 

most today. I think this story leads to the core of sustainability management.

AIKAWA: The CSV (Creating Shared Value) concept proposed by Michael Porter is just that, and I think today’s 

corporate activities all come down to this. In terms of resolving social issues of a community and gaining trust, we 

can contribute deeply to the creation of a resilient society by building infrastructure in a tangible manner.

SEKI: The CSV is required precisely because we are in the age of SDGs, and I think that companies engaging in 

the development of infrastructure such as your company, in particular, can generate substantial impact. 

Infrastructure that you build will stay for as long as 50 or 100 years. In that sense, it can be said to be an “industry 

that anticipates and creates the future” with a view to the future further ahead. How do you express sustainability 

and social value required for the future in your works? It must be a very rewarding job for all the employees.

AIKAWA: In order to achieve carbon neutrality in 2050, the Japanese government is accelerating measures to 

save energy in buildings and houses and to expand the introduction of renewable energy. Taisei Corporation is 

promoting “Green Renewal ZEB,” which introduces ZEB that has been adopted for newly constructed buildings 

into existing buildings. It is a proposal to convert office buildings, factories, and production facilities into ZEB by 
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making full use of the most of technologies accumulated by us, such as energy conservation, energy creation, and 

decarbonization.

The reason why we can resolve environmental issues with buildings and manufacturing facilities as one package 

is that the Company has a wide range of technologies that enable manufacturing from a comprehensive engi-

neering perspective.

We provide proposals that are beyond customers’ imagination or create something that exceeds their expecta-

tions, to make them happy. We call this “PBCE&I (Proposal Beyond Customers’ Expectation and Imagination)” and 

intend to further develop it in the future.

SEKI: It’s a great service for the owners of existing facilities, and “Green Renewal ZEB” is an excellent solution that 

meets the needs of the society. Provide service as a total system, rather than thinking in parts. It comes alive as a 

component system in the system of the entire society. Listening to you, an image of such society has come to my mind. 

Long-Term Thinking as a Corporate Entity That 
Continues to Develop

SEKI: We are in a period of systemic social changes, and the construction business is the field that supports its 

foundation, thus should have many business opportunities as well. From a global point of view, there is a topic of 

how to turn megacities in developing countries into smart cities. On the other hand, there are problems in Japan 

such as the aging population with a low birth rate, depopulation, and the survival of local communities. With so 

many themes, it is worth trying.

AIKAWA: Recently, the Company entered into collaboration with Muroran, Yamanashi Prefecture (Kofu), Nagasaki, 

and other local governments around the country, and has been working on projects related to sustainable develop-

ment, such as offshore wind power generation. When you engage in this kind of work, you start to act together 

with local companies. I feel this naturally leads to support for regional revitalization.

Needless to say, the survival of local communities and the aging society with a low birth rate are major themes in 

Japan. We can contribute in various ways, and I believe this will also lead to enhance corporate value. We want to 

continue doing this for many years.

SEKI: I would like very much to encourage dialogue and collaboration with various external stakeholders, including 

local governments. I believe that sustainability management will be embraced more widely and lead to the creation 

of corporate value over the long term by taking actions on a long-term time horizon, rather than by reacting 

nervously to short-term results.

In addition, isn’t it the role of Annual Reports that provides an opportunity to discuss such matters internally? 

How do you enhance corporate value in this new era? It is a very difficult topic, but the process of producing 

Annual Reports activates internal discussions. The more you discuss, the more it becomes matured and devel-

oped, and the results are incorporated in Annual Reports. The process of engaging and exchanging ideas with 

many employees is very important, and it increases employee engagement with the company.

As with my own experience, employees are familiar with their own work, but surprisingly they don’t know what 

other departments are doing. It is important the company to convey employees “how is your department 

evaluated” from an external perspective, and the employees also should increase opportunities to learn the works 

of other departments from each other. Activating internal communication is a seemingly simple field, however it’s 

actually important and works steadily like traditional Chinese medicine. I believe the buds of development and the 

evolution of sustainability management will be nurtured from those things.

AIKAWA: It is each and every employee who creates corporate value and, in that sense, they are indeed “human 

capital.” The Taisei Group, which is a collective body of them, resolves social issues over the long term, leading to 

value creation and contributing to the improvement of operating performance. I hope we can further strengthen 

this virtuous cycle. For that, I felt strongly also from your words that we should dare to continue to take on chal-

lenges and that we should remember the pioneer spirit that our founder Kihachiro OKURA had to push forward. 

Thank you very much for your time today. 
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IX

Industry
Transformation

SX

Sustainability
Transformation

DX

Digital
Transformation

Increasing pressure for construction industry restructuring
■  The industry lacks vitality due to a fierce competitive environment, because 

the construction market is expected to shrink over the medium- to long-term.
■  The issue of securing labor will become apparent in the construction industry, 

as Japan’s population ages and the birthrate falls over the medium- to long-term.
■  There is business scope for expansion of both the Group’s growth sectors 

and the sectors where we lag behind competitors, as the market share among 
the five major construction companies including the Company is relatively small 
compared with other industries.

Moving to solve environmental and social issues through our business
■  New growth industries and sectors will be established through a “virtuous cycle 

for the economy and environment,” following the Japanese government’s declara-
tion of carbon neutrality by 2050.

■  Revolutionary technical development through open innovation will be required to 
achieve this goal.

■  Transformations will be required for several types of employment tailored to the 
needs of a new generation such as diversity.

Growth Strategy and Sustainability Medium- to Long-Term External 
Environmental Recognition and Risks

The Materiality (issues to be dealt with) were reviewed with reference to international codes 
and standards of conduct. Based on this Materiality, we have established key measures and 
specific step for the Medium-Term Business Plan to clarify the overall picture of the Group’s 
sustainability management.

We identified the “3 Xs” (Transformation) as the medium- to long-term environmental and 
structural changes that are expected to occur over the next 10 years, such as the outlook for 
the future construction market and the deepening of sustainability management based on the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Medium- to Long-Term External Environmental 
Recognition and Risks p.20

Materiality of the Taisei Group p.21

We have formulated our 10 year vision: TAISEI 
VISION 2030 based on the “3 Xs” (Transformation) 
that emerged due to the coronavirus crisis, the 
Group Philosophy and the Taisei Spirit.

• Key measures
• Numerical targets
• Investment plans

Medium-Term Business Plan 
(2021-2023)TAISEI VISION 2030 p.23 p.25

With regard to key measures related to our 
business, we have formulated business strategies 
for each Group business segment and are 
proceeding with initiatives with the expansion of 
business domains through M&A in mind.

Group Business Strategy p.27

To target the front-runner status in the environ-
mental sector, accelerating our initiatives toward 
carbon neutrality, and we are developing the infra-
structure to anticipate changes in the business 
environment, including technology development 
and DX.

Sustainability p.33

▎ Business and Other Risks 

IX SX

DX

Towards an era where digital transformation determines competitiveness
■  Digital technologies are evolving in the production process, including BIM/CIM 

and unmanned construction.
■  For the Company and in the construction industry as a whole, digital tech-

nology and the utilization of data are still at a developing stage.
■  The application of these technologies to the whole construction business would 

offer opportunities for drastically increasing the productivity of the production 
process, speeding up management decision-making, and creating new services.

(1) Market Risk 
① Trend of the construction market 
② Fluctuations in prices of materials 
③ Asset holding risk 
④ Retirement benefit obligations 
⑤ Fluctuations in interest rates 
⑥  Risks of related or incidental 

businesses 

(2)  Risk of violation of laws and regu-
lations in the Civil Engineering 
business and the Building 
Construction business 
①  Risk of violation of the 

Construction Business Act and 
related laws and regulations 

②  Risk of violation of the Anti-
monopoly Act 

(3)  Risk of infringement of intellectual 
property rights 

(4)  Risk of inappropriate financial 
reporting 

(5)  Risk related to anti-social forces 
(6)  Risk associated with quality due 

to construction failure 
(7) Risk of design flaw 
(8) Risk of process delays 
(9)  Risk of accidents

(10) Risk of information leakage and 
system trouble 

(11)  Risk of large-scale disasters 
(12)  Risk associated with the 

working environment  
(13)  Risk of violation of environ-

mental laws and regulations 
(14)  Risk associated with climate 

change issues
(15)  Risk associated with the response 

to sustainability issues
(16) Credit risk 
(17) Contract risk 
(18)  Risk of the spread of infectious 

diseases 
(19) Country risk 
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Materiality of the Taisei Group Message from Chief Sustainability Officer (CSO)

The Taisei Group identified eight important issues (materiality) to be addressed through deliberations by the  

Management Committee, the CSR Committee (currently the Sustainability Committee), and the Board. The eight 

material issues clearly define solutions to social issues and value creation through business, and are mutually 

strengthened by complementing each other. In addition, key performance indicators (KPIs) in line with materiality 

are established to make efforts visible.

As CSO, I Will Lead Sustainability Activities to 
Resolve Social Issues and Create New Value.

Addressing sustainability, which is represented by key terms such as SDGs 

(Sustainable Development Goals) and ESG, is a global issue, and it is becoming 

increasingly more important for companies to increase their sustainable value. The 

Taisei Group has identified eight material issues (Important issues to be addressed) as 

the Materiality in promoting sustainability management. In response to changes in the 

external environment and the interests of society and stakeholders, we will review the 

Materiality periodically and on an ongoing basis to realize a sustainable society.

In April 2022, the Sustainability Division (Integrated) was established to promote 

sustainability management, and I was appointed as CSO (Chief Sustainability 

Officer) to lead its activities. The establishment of an organization and a position 

that bears a name that includes “sustainability” exemplifies the Group’s commit-

ment to placing importance on sustainability.

In November 2021, the Group formulated the “Fundamental Policy on 

Sustainable Development” and the “Human Resources Development Policy 

(Diversity & Inclusion Policy)” to further promote initiatives to realize a sustainable 

society. In February 2022, it revised its long-term environmental target “TAISEI 

Green Target 2050” to accelerate initiatives toward decarbonization. In addition, in 

conjunction with the establishment of Sustainability Division (Integrated), the CSR 

Committee chaired by an External Member of the Board was renamed the 

Sustainability Committee. Further, the “Human Rights Policy” was revised to 

establish the framework for human rights due diligence and stipulate that it be 

carried out on an ongoing basis. Under these policies and organizational struc-

ture, we will promote sustainability activities from a variety of perspectives.

The Medium-Term Business Plan (2021-2023) sets key sustainability issues 

under six themes: “Energy and Environment,” “Safety,” “Technical development,” 

“DX,” “Workstyle reform,” and “Corporate governance.” Within the Sustainability 

Division (Integrated), the Sustainability Management Promotion Division, which is 

in charge of all strategic functions, and the Clean Energy and Environment 

Business Promotion Division, which is responsible for project promotion func-

tions, have been established with the common mission of promoting carbon 

neutral operations, a goal set out under “Energy and Environment,” and will be 

making every effort to achieve this goal.

The Taisei Group Philosophy of “to create a vibrant environment for all members of 

society” is indeed a message that precisely describes sustainability. We will continue 

to engage in dialogue and cooperation with our stakeholders that consist of share-

holders and investors, customers, business partners, employees, and local communities, 

in order to achieve sustainable development for society and the Group.

Eight issues 
to be dealt with as 

Materiality
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Impact on the Taisei Group

Compliance with regard to the Group Philosophy 
and the Individual Policies, and assessment of 
impact on the Medium-Term Business Plan

Environment

Social

Governance

❶  Realization of a sustainable and 
environmentally friendly society

❷ Ensuring quality and improving technology
❸  Technical development for realizing a 

sustainable society
❹ Promotion of supply chain management
❺  Thorough management of occupational 

health and safety
❻  Cultivation of technical staff and securing 

human resources
❼  Realization of an attractive working 

environment that is good to work in

❽  Thorough compliance and restructuring of 
the Group governance system

Resolution of 
social issues 
through business 
activities to create 
value

● �Materiality is identified based on 
gap analysis with international 
frameworks such as the Sustain-
ability Accounting Standards 
Board (SASB), risk perceptions 
expressed by the TCFD, and the 
impact on management regard-
ing future business domain 
expansion.

Reassessment and 
identification of materiality

● �Views are gathered from 
within the Company and 
outside and, based on 
discussions, the degree 
of priority and impor-
tance are determined for 
each item.

Gathering of views from both 
within and outside the 
Company and approval

Identification of 
social issues

●� International frameworks 
are consulted, and 
mega-trends relating to 
society and issues are 
identified.
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▎Materiality Identification Process

Materiality is reassessed regularly on an ongoing basis, based on the speed of 
change of societal conditions.
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TAISEI VISION 2030
The Taisei Group analyzed the reasons for the failure to achieve the goals of the previous Medium-Term Business 

Plan, and identified the medium- to long-term external environment and structural changes. Based on this analysis, 

we formulated TAISEI VISION 2030, our medium- to long-term vision in line with the Taisei Group Philosophy and 

other factors. As for the newly launched Medium-Term Business Plan (2021–2023), we have positioned it as “Focus 

on efforts to realize TAISEI VISION 2030.”

The Ever-Evolving
CDE 3 (cubed)  Company

A pioneering corporate group contributing to the development of 
a resilient society where people can live affluent and cultural lives

Construction, Development, Engineering, Energy, Environment

Environment

D
e

ve
lo

p
m

e
n

t

Eng
in

ee
ri

ng

E
nergy

Construction

Proactive
response to

major waves of
transformations

as a pioneer

Basic stance

Rough indicators 
of numerical 
performance

Group net sales Group net income ROE

About ¥2.5 trillion About ¥150.0 billion About 10%

Returns to 
stakeholders

Customers, suppliers, and society Shareholders Employees

Returns through 

CDE3
Dividend payout ratio 

25-30%

To promote further diversity and 
inclusion, establishing a comfortable 
working environment, personnel 
systems, and salary plans that 
enable employees to leverage their 
diverse range of skills to the maxi-
mum possible extent

IX  Industry Transformation SX  Sustainability Transformation DX  Digital Transformation

Increasing pressure
for construction
industry restructuring

Moving to solve environmental and
social issues through our business

Towards an era where
digital transformation
determines 
competitiveness

●  To expand our business 
scope through M&A and 
other means

●  To target the front-runner status in the envi-
ronmental sector, accelerating our initiatives 
toward carbon neutrality

●  To promote further diversity and inclusion, 
establishing a comfortable working environ-
ment, personnel systems, and salary plans that 
enable employees to leverage their diverse 
range of skills to the maximum possible extent

●   To establish our competitive 
superiority by enhancing 
productivity, speeding up 
decision-making, and creating 
new services

IX

DX

SX

IX

DX

SX

IX

DX

SX

Group net 
sales ¥2.5 trillion

Group net 
income ¥150.0 billion

2030
TAISEI VISION 2030

Group net 
sales ¥1,480.1 billion

Group net 
income ¥92.6 billion

Group net 
sales ¥2 trillion

Group net 
income ¥100.0 billion

20232020

Achieving safety and security
Optimal utilization of “Human Capital,” “Technology” 
and “Intelligence”

Previous Medium-Term Business Plan
(2018-2020)

Medium-Term Business Plan
(2021-2023)
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Medium-Term Business Plan (2021–2023)

Medium-Term Business Plan (2021–2023) | Key Issues Medium-Term Business Plan (2021–2023) |  Numerical Targets and 
Investment Plans

▍Sustainability-related

▍Business-related

C
Construction

D
Development

To leverage our strengths to expand the scope of our businessGroup Engineering Business

To build the stable income foundations in the Group development business
by optimizing the portfolio of our real estate and pursuing investment efficiency

Group Real Estate Development Business

To build the systems to ensure our profits for establishing the stable 
business foundations

Group Overseas Construction Business

To develop the systems to establish solid business foundationsGroup Domestic Civil Engineering Business

To establish our superiority in a fierce competitive environmentGroup Domestic Building Construction Business

Foundation
Development

Energy and
Environment

To build the foundation based on sustainability

To target the front-runner status in the environmental sector, accelerating our initiatives towards carbon neutrality

Scope 1 and 2 To achieve our target of “virtually zero” CO2 emissions from business activities (carbon neutrality)

Scope 3 To enhance the performance of our Zero Energy Buildings (ZEBs), and expand green procurement

Safety To achieve zero fatal accidents and zero serious accidents

Technical development To promote the technical development to solve environmental and social issues through open innovation

Workstyle reform To promote the measures that emphasize an attractive working environment as well as diversity and inclusion

Corporate governance To maximize synergies by rebuilding the Group governance systems

DX To innovate the production systems, and reform the workstyles through digital transformation (DX)

Engineering
E

C
Construction

D
Development

To leverage our strengths to expand the scope of our businessGroup Engineering Business

To build the stable income foundations in the Group development business
by optimizing the portfolio of our real estate and pursuing investment efficiency

Group Real Estate Development Business

To build the systems to ensure our profits for establishing the stable 
business foundations

Group Overseas Construction Business

To develop the systems to establish solid business foundationsGroup Domestic Civil Engineering Business

To establish our superiority in a fierce competitive environmentGroup Domestic Building Construction Business

Foundation
Development

Energy and
Environment

To build the foundation based on sustainability

To target the front-runner status in the environmental sector, accelerating our initiatives towards carbon neutrality

Scope 1 and 2 To achieve our target of “virtually zero” CO2 emissions from business activities (carbon neutrality)

Scope 3 To enhance the performance of our Zero Energy Buildings (ZEBs), and expand green procurement

Safety To achieve zero fatal accidents and zero serious accidents

Technical development To promote the technical development to solve environmental and social issues through open innovation

Workstyle reform To promote the measures that emphasize an attractive working environment as well as diversity and inclusion

Corporate governance To maximize synergies by rebuilding the Group governance systems

DX To innovate the production systems, and reform the workstyles through digital transformation (DX)

Engineering
E

●		Key issues to be focused on over the next three years are identified in order to achieve TAISEI VISION 2030, considering 
the current business environment.

●	The key issues are classified into business issues and sustainability issues.

●		In addition to the initiatives targeting our existing business, the initiatives expanding our business scope through M&A 
will be implemented.

Group net sales ¥2 trillion Group net income ¥100.0 billionGroup operating income ¥140.0 billion

ROE

Investment 
amount
Three years

About 10%

¥250.0 billion*1

Dividend
payout ratio

Environment- 
related investment
Three years

About 25%

¥60.0 billion*3

Net
interest-bearing
debt

Maintaining state of 
substantive debt-free
management

Note: The above numerical targets and indicators do not include assumptions of any future M&A.

▍Numerical targets for FY2023

M&A investment

▍ Investment plans

1. Investment in technical
development*2 ¥60.0 billion

2. Investment in information*2 ¥60.0 billion

(1)  Digital transformation 
(DX) ¥30.0 billion

(2) Existing systems ¥30.0 billion

3. Capital and personnel-related
investment ¥15.0 billion

4. Business-related
investment ¥125.0 billion

*1 Not including M&A investment
* 2  The Items 1 and 2 above include some 

overlapped amount.

⃝ Of the environment-related investment amount, 
items included in investment in technical 
development and business-related investment

Investment in technical development
Technical development that contributing 
to industrial sectors expected to grow, 
through a virtuous cycle for the economy 
and environment ¥42.0 billion

Business-related investment
Investment in renewable energy 
businesses ¥18.0 billion

*3 Included in investment amount

⃝  M&A investment, etc. for expanding our 
business scope to be allocated separately
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●  Establishment of a system to improve the competitiveness of 
new orders
•  Development of a proposal system by establishing and 

increasing the number of staff in the Strategic Design 
Department

•  General construction work is transferred to the head office 
estimation department, and renewal projects are trans-
ferred to Building Renovation Dept. in branch offices.

●  Expansion of building renovation business through organiza-
tional restructuring
•  Establishment of the Building Renovation Division at the 

head office and Building Renovation Dept. at each branch 
office to enhance the system

•  Achieved the target by increasing bids for large-scale 
competitive building renovation projects.

●  Improvement of productivity through the use of digital 
technology and the consolidation of operations
•  Expanded the scope of BIM utilization for facility and renova-

tion works by the specialized organization at the head office.
•  Achieved a 100% support rate for general construction 

works by the head office support organization. 
Expand the scope of support for large-scale building 
renovation works in the future.

•  Began business process reengineering (BPR) activities to 
promote consolidation and elimination of business lines.

●  Expansion of bidding organizations in fields where growth is 
expected
•  Received orders for onshore wind power projects by 

establishing a specialized organization.
•  Received orders for highway renovation projects.

●  Improvement of productivity and securing of production capacity
•  Improved productivity in outside work by utilizing DX and 

information and communications technology (ICT).
• Established the Projectsite Support Office.
•  Consolidated and improved the efficiency of pojectsite 

operations.
●  Expansion of proposal sales using differentiated technologies

• Updated and improved the Taisei technical library.

Achievements in FY2021 Achievements in FY2021Group Domestic Building Construction Business Group Domestic Civil Engineering Business

Key Issue
To establish our superiority in a fierce 
competitive environment

Key Issue
To develop the systems to establish 
solid business foundations

 Key Measures
●  To enhance the systems to improve the Group’s competi-

tiveness in securing orders for new construction
•  To develop the systems for Value Engineering (VE) proposals and 
construction proposals by adding more staff to specialist teams 
and utilizing digital technologies and data

•   To deepen relationships with customers by such measures as 
returning to our origins in prioritizing outward-facing activities, and 
set our sales policies and targets more promptly

●  To expand the sector specialized in building renovation 
through organizational restructuring
•   To establish the teams specialized in building renovation at Head 
Office and branches, and unify the organizations for promoting 
building renovation

●    To enhance productivity by utilizing digital technology, and 
consolidating operations, etc.
•   Nationwide rollout of consolidated worksite operations utilizing 
specialist teams

●  To expand the business scope through utilization of M&A, etc.
•    To achieve success in the telecommunications sector, where 
growth is expected, as well as the sectors and areas where the 
Group lags behind

Market Scenario
●General Building Work:

The impact of the coronavirus pandemic is expected to recover 
gradually even though it will take some time. However, the competitive 
environment remains difficult as the future outlook remains unclear.

●Building Renovation Work:
The potential demand for building renovation works is large and is 
expected to exceed average yearly performance from FY2022.

 Key Measures
●  To develop the systems to enhance the Group’s competi-

tiveness in receiving orders
•  To identify more ECI* projects, etc. where we can utilize our strengths 
as a group, and develop the organization to win bids thereof

•  To develop company-wide backup systems to win discretionary 
contracts and design changes
* ECI:  Early Contractor Involvement; A method where the contractor participates 

from the design stage

●  To enhance the teams to win bids in the sectors where 
growth is expected, etc.
•   To enhance the teams and personnel to win bids of the projects related 
to dams, wind power generation facilities, and expressway renewal

●  To expand the scope of our business through M&A and 
other means
•  To expand the sectors where we have a competitive advantage, as 
well as to achieve success in the sectors where we lag behind

Market Scenario
●Private Sector:

The market is expected to shrink as a result of COVID-19 and recovery 
will take time. Growth is expected in the renewable energy sector, but it 
will be after FY2024 that there is an affirmative effect on our business.

●Public Sector:
Affirmative impact on the Group is limited by public investments, such 
as the measures for prevention and mitigation of disasters, and the 
measures aimed at building the national resilience of Japan.

It is expected that the weight of expressways and other renewal con-
struction will increase.

899.4

1,225.0

2023 (target)2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Group Net Sales (Billions of Yen)

Segment Overview

Net sales increased 4.9% from the previous fiscal year to ¥899.4 

billion due to steady progress in on-hand construction projects.

402.0
470.0

2023 (target)2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Group Net Sales (Billions of Yen)

Segment Overview

Net sales decreased 2.1% from the previous fiscal year to 

¥402.0 billion, mainly due to a decrease in construction 

projects at the peak of the production processes.

Creating Value for the Future 

by Responding to the Needs of Society and Our Clients 

with Comprehensive Capabilities.

Group Domestic Building Construction Business

In addition to continuing to implement the measures in FY2021, 
we will aim to disseminate and propose the Taisei Group’s 
distinctive corporate value to resolve social issues, along with the 
following measures:
●  Win fixed-bed wind power generation projects and promote 

technological development related to design and construction 
of floating offshore wind power generation facilities.

●  Increase orders for highway renovation projects by developing 
an automatic design system for prestressed concrete (PC) slabs.

●  Formulate growth strategies for the expansion of the civil 
engineering-related group companies (Taisei Rotec 
Corporation, SEIWA RENEWAL WORKS CO., LTD. and 
J-FAST CO., LTD.) (development of a system to respond to 
bids, expansion of orders beyond the Group, expansion of 
business areas, etc.).

●  Participate in public private partner (PPP) projects utilizing 
group strengths.

Initiatives for the Future

Based on the policies of the Medium-Term Business Plan, in 
addition to continuing to implement measures in FY2021, we will 
create value for the future through the following initiatives, 
leveraging our integrated strengths from project start to construc-
tion and commercialization.
●  Expand our proposal sales such as green renovations and 

strengthen the renovation field by shifting personnel to the 
renovation business.

●  Expand our proposals to include environmental technologies in 
cooperation with the Sustainability Division (Integrated).

●  Promote presentation and specification decision in virtual 
reality space.

Initiatives for the Future

グループ国内 土木事業

Aiming to Address Social Issues and 

Demonstrating the Corporate Value That 

Is Unique to the Group.

Group Domestic Civil Engineering Business
Senior Managing Executive Officer,
Members of the Board;
Chief of Architecture & Engineering 
Division (Integrated);
Chief of Building Construction Division

Yoshihiro TERAMOTO

Executive Vice President,
Representative Directors;
Chief of Civil Engineering Division; 
In charge of Safety 

Shigeyoshi TANAKA
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●  Invested ¥76 billion in prime properties in favorable locations, 
such as the Otemachi Nomura Building and Ginza Yanagidori 
Building, to build the target portfolio. Also participated in new 
investment areas such as logistics.

●  Started construction of (tentative name) TAISEI HANOI OFFICE 
TOWER in Hanoi, Vietnam’s first large-scale office building 
developed solely by Japanese companies in November 2021.

●  Decided to form a private REIT to realize asset-turnover based 
business models, optimize the real estate portfolio and pursue 
investment efficiency. Started composition procedures with the 
aim of commencing operations in FY2023.

●  Conducted a demonstration test in Tokyo’s Nishi-Shinjuku 
district for the practical implementation of an autonomous 
mobile service using fifth-generation communications (5G) in 
cooperation with infrastructures.

Achievements in FY2021Group Overseas Construction Business Group Real Estate Development Business

Key Issue
To build the stable income foundations in 
the Group development business by opti-
mizing the portfolio of our real estate and 
pursuing investment efficiency

132.9

118.0

2023 (target)2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Group Net Sales (Billions of Yen)

Net sales increased 4.8%, to ¥132.9 billion, mainly due to 

the sale of large-scale real estate by the Company.

Segment Overview

Key Issue
To build the systems to ensure our profits 
for establishing the stable business 
foundations

Market Scenario

While there are few concerns surrounding financing and there are no 
signs of major fluctuations in the real estate market, cautious judgments 
will continue to be required as the market outlook is very unclear.

In addition to continuing to implement the priority measures of 
the Medium-Term Business Plan, we will focus on the following:
●  Increase the volume of projects undertaken by expanding 

business domains and customer segments.
●  Employ external personnel to increase construction capacity.
●  Further strengthen cooperation with alliance partners to enhance 

both construction capacity and price competitiveness.
●  Expand into new countries, regions and business fields tailored 

to market trends.

Initiatives for the Future

●  Won orders for luxury condominium in Indonesia in cooperation 
with local and global partners.

●  Enhanced the sales sections in Taiwan and Vietnam.
●  Promoted the airport construction project for which orders 

have been received.
●  Dispatched employees to leading companies in non-construction 

fields.

Achievements in FY2021

Continuing from FY2021, we will focus on the following 
measures in addition to the priority measures of the Medium-
Term Business Plan.
●  Continue to invest in line with the Medium-Term Business 

Plan to build a stable earnings foundation for the Group Real 
Estate Development business (planned investment of ¥88 
billion in FY2022).

●  Establish Taisei Real Estate Investment Advisors Co., Ltd., 
an asset management company, in preparation for the start 
of private REIT management in FY2023 and implement 
procedures to obtain approval necessary for the business.

●  Promote participation in the operation of large-scale stadiums 
and arenas as a challenge to new infrastructure operation 
businesses in the private finance initiative (PFI) and PPP fields.

●  Expand the facility management business by making the 
most of the Group’s strengths, such as the adoption of 
artificial intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT) 
technologies, in addition to involvement from the design stage.

Initiatives for the Future

 Key Measures

●  Real estate: To build the optimal portfolio based on real 
estate market conditions, and develop the systems to 
ensure stable profits from development
•  To acquire premium real estate through project control from the 
upstream stages of urban redevelopment projects and major 
development projects

• To optimize our real estate portfolio based on a balance of area, 
application, asset efficiency, and stable revenues

•To enhance the brand recognition and brand strength of “OBER” 
condominiums and “TERRACE” rental condominiums

●  Facility management: To secure the properties for facility 
management with planning and proposals tailored to 
customers’ needs
•  To establish an integrated customer support system that covers 
everything from building construction to facility management

●  PPP, etc.: To participate in the PPP business, etc. in order 
to diversify sources of revenue
•  To establish the operational systems for airport concession proj-
ects, and tackle new infrastructure operation business

 Key Measures

Common (Priority countries and regions)

● To shift from the systems focusing on large-scale 
projects to the systems striving to ensure an optimal 
mix of different project sizes, by promoting both local-
ization and operations at overseas offices, and col-
laborating with alliance partners

Building

● To build local networks by placing more and younger 
local sales staff

● To focus on allocating human resources to the airport 
sector, where the Group is internationally competitive

Civil engineering

● To cut the costs by utilizing the resources of alliance 
partners and our supply chain

New business

● To allocate human resources to the creation of busi-
ness models besides the construction business, 
based on the business forms of global contractors in 
Europe and America

77.6

130.0

2023 (target)2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Group Net Sales (Billions of Yen)

Segment Overview

Net sales increased 48.4%, to ¥77.6 billion, due to an increase 

in construction projects on hand.

Market Scenario

Building (Priority countries and regions)

●Taiwan:   The construction market remains strong.

●Vietnam:  While the investment to factories by Japanese compa-
nies is limited, there is a vibrant real estate development 
market, and it is trending toward a moderate recovery.

Civil engineering (Priority countries and regions)

●Singapore: Recovery is expected from FY2021 onward, centered  
 on public investment.
●Philippines: Demand related to Official Development
 Assistance (ODA) projects is relatively strong.

Group Overseas Construction Business

Contributing to Local Economic Development and 

the Resolution of Social Issues in Cooperation with the 

International Community by Leveraging the Technologies 

and Know-How of the Taisei Group.

Group Real Estate Development Business

Achieving Value Improvements of Cities through Urban 

Development by Listening to the Voices of the Next 

Generation and Taking Advantage of Diversity at a 

Turning Point in the Way the City Should Be.

Senior Managing Executive Officer, 
Chief of International Operations 
Headquarters 

Keiji HIRANO 

Executive Officer,
Chief of Urban Development Division

Takashi YAMAZAKI

Overseas Network
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Technical Development (Taisei Advanced Center of Technology)
We aim to develop innovative technologies to resolve environmental and social issues.

Key Issue

To promote the technical development to solve environmental and social issues through open innovation

●  Technical development contributing to industrial sectors expected to grow, through a virtuous cycle for the economy 
and environment

Technical Development

Technology Topics

●  Expansion of order market share by cultivating existing 
business fields
•  Pharmaceuticals: Received orders for large-scale projects by 

proposing differentiated technologies such as automation 
and labor-saving technologies.

•  Food business: Created a competitive advantage by actively 
receiving orders for the feasibility studies (FS) business and 
horizontally deploying technologies owned by the Company, 
and received orders without competitive bidding.

•  Production facilities: Continued the receipt of orders for 
existing customers, mainly for electronic device-related 
facilities.

●  Expansion of new order fields by challenging growth markets
•  Fine chemicals: Received orders for large-scale projects 

such as manufacturing facilities for biopharmaceutical active 
pharmaceutical ingredients and raw materials for electronic 
devices.

•  Logistics: Acquired orders for logistics facilities attached to 
manufacturing facilities.

•  Aquariums: Won orders from renovation proposals for 
existing facilities.

•  Energy infrastructure: Received orders for wind power 
generation facilities and hydroelectric power generation 
facilities in the renewable energy field.

Achievements in FY2021Group Engineering Business

 Key Measures

●  To strengthen the existing sectors
•   Pharmaceuticals sector: To utilize our strengths in terms of tech-
nology and expertise to enter the next-generation medical sector, 
including biopharmaceuticals and regenerative medicine

•   Food products sector: To enhance upstream consulting functions, 
and utilize technical expertise related to automation and labor-
saving technology developed in the pharmaceutical sector

●  To take on new growth sectors
•   Fine chemicals sector: To utilize the technology from the pharma-
ceuticals sector to enter markets in areas such as semiconductor 
and electronic device materials manufacturing facilities

•   Logistics sector: To secure competitive superiority in the logistics 
facility sector, and expand sales channels in the pharmaceuticals 
transportation and delivery business, by making use of our exper-
tise related to proposals based on feasibility studies (FS) and the 
Guidelines on Good Distribution Practice (GDP)

●  To develop the systems for expanding the scope of our 
businesses
•   To utilize external human resources to expand our production 
capabilities

27.5

55.0

2023 (target)2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Group Net Sales (Billions of Yen)

Net sales decreased 2.1% from the previous fiscal year to 

¥27.5 billion as a result of revisions to investment plans and 

the postponement of plant construction due to the spread of 

the COVID-19 pandemic.

Segment Overview

Key Issue
To leverage our strengths to expand the 
scope of our business

Market Scenario

●  There is generally strong capital investment demand in our target 
sectors of pharmaceuticals, food products, logistics, and energy.

Industrial sector* Details

Offshore wind power Bottom-fixed and floating ●�Low-cost bottom-fixed and floating substructures and foundations

Logistics, people flow,
and infrastructure

ICT construction
Smart cities
Disaster simulation

●�Unmanned construction*1, robot construction technologies, 3D printer technologies
●�Wireless EV-charging roads
●�Realtime danger prediction (flooding, etc.)

Carbon recycling
Green procurement
CO2 recovery and storage

●�Developing and using concrete made with recycled carbon
●�Evolution of technology related to storing CO2 underground

Housing and building,
next-generation PV

Use of wood materials

ZEBs
Next-generation solar power 
cells (PV)

●��Hybrid construction, combining wood with reinforced concrete and steel, 
and technology to utilize CLT*2

●�Next-generation high-performance ZEBs
●��Power generation systems integrated with glass and related products  

for renewal

Lifestyle-related industry Smart communities ●��Technology for combining and coordinating regional renewable energy  
and devices that require energy

Hydrogen
Hydrogen storage and trans-
portation

●�Demonstration of low-pressure hydrogen transportation systems

Nuclear power New light-water reactors 
(LWR)

●��Technology to enhance the safety and economic efficiency of nuclear  
power facilities

Foods, agriculture, forestry, 
and fisheries

Plant factories ●�Efficient cultivation systems that reduce light energy

Resource circulation Energy recovery ●�Technology for using methane gas

*1 Industrial sectors are quoted from “Growth Sectors” in the government of Japan’s “Green Growth Strategy”
*2  Cross laminated timber: The woody material is obtained by arranging wooden plates (laminar) in the width direction and laminating and adhering them in the 

thickness direction so that the fiber directions are orthogonal to each other. Cross laminated timber is a large, thick board used for construction materials as 
well as civil engineering materials and furniture.

① Unmanned construction 
T-iROBO®Rigid Dump

It carries out a series of soil transport 
operations, from loading and trans-
port to soil removal, automatically at 
a maximum speed of 30 km/h.

③ Technology utilizing CLT 
T-WOOD® PC-BEAM

This composite beam combines 
laminated timber and prestressed 
concrete beams to improve beam 
design and structural performance. 
Since laminated timber also 
functions as a form and a decora-
tive finishing material, it reduces 
waste generated during factory 
manufacturing.

② Development and use of carbon-recycle concrete 
T-eConcrete® / Carbon-Recycle

As a first step for the implementation in society toward the realiza-
tion of carbon neutrality in 2050, wall materials manufactured 
using “T-eConcrete®/Carbon-Recycle” were applied to a building 
for the first time.

Installation at a demonstration 
facility of the Taisei Advanced 
Center of Technology

Initiatives for the Future

The Engineering Division’s strength lies in its ability to meet 
potential needs in all fields, capture the changing times, create 
true value and provide optimal solutions, based on its abundant 
experience and achievements. We consider all functions such 
as construction, production, logistics, information and utilities 
as an integrated system, and by responding to the full phase 
from project planning to schedule, design and construction, we 
realize customer needs and contribute to the stable supply of 
high-quality, safe and secure products. By implementing the 
following measures in addition to the continued implementation 
of FY2021 measures, we aim to provide even greater added 
value than our customers expect, gain their trust, and contribute 
to the advancement of our industrial structure.
●  Further strengthen the horizontal deployment of our superior 

technologies and know-how and our FS and consulting 
operations.

●  Implement flexible and timely proposal activities in response 
to changes in social conditions and market trends.

Furubira Town 
Multi-Purpose Facility“T-eConcrete® / Carbon-Recycle,” “T-WOOD®”

Environmental solutionp.52See the glossary on p.102 for the “T-iROBO Series”

Contributing to the Advancement of the Industrial 

Structure with the Basic Philosophy of 

“Engineering That Captures the Changing 

Times and Creates True Value.”

Group Engineering Business

Managing Executive Officer,
Chief of Engineering Division

Shinichiro TAKAHAMA

CO2 emissions per basic unit =  Emissions – Absorption = 69 – 119 = –50 kg/m3

Reduction rate of CO2 emissions =   Ordinary concrete per basic unit – Carbon-recycle 
concrete per basic unit: 274 – (–50) = 374 kg/m3

Carbon-recycle concrete

Ordinary concrete

CO2 absorbed

–119kg/m3 69kg/m3

274kg/m3

CO2  emissions 
during manufacturing

“T-iROBO Series”
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E

Materiality (Issues to be dealt with) Key measures under the Medium-Term Business Plan Relationship with 
SDGs, etc.

G

S

Energy Climate change

●		To clarify the functions of the Group Head Office

●		To establish the effective systems to manage Group companies, etc.

●		To build an integrated platform

●		Technical development where the Company has a competitive edge

●		To establish Digital Twin based on coordination with the BIM/CIM design and  
construction cloud

●		To establish the production process in a visualized and efficient ways through  
state-of-the-art digital technology

●  To establish the workstyles and the working environments that enable a diverse  
range of human resources to fully perform their abilities
• To expand mid-career recruitment, studying and implementing the plans for their  
compensation and other benefits  

• To study and implement the plans to establish the workstyles where female employees,  
elderly employees, and others can fully perform their abilities

●		To secure digital human resources, and establish a rotation system

●	To achieve our target of “virtually zero” CO2 emissions from business activities (carbon neutrality) (Scope 1 + 2)

●	To enhance the performance of our Zero Energy Buildings (ZEBs), and expand green procurement (Scope 3)

●	To establish a system to manage the Group environmental targets

●	 To conduct the environmental patrols and education to eliminate environmental accidents

● To promote Roadmap to FY2024 for “addressing long working hours”
●  To enhance the support for all member companies of the Soyukai

•To enhance and maintain the training for Soyukai members at the Konosu Training Center
• To support the registration and use of the Construction Career Up System (CCUS)

●		To enhance the patrols by the Company and officers of Safety, Health, and Environment  
Cooperation Association, etc., ensuring thorough education in order to prevent  
designated disasters, etc.

●		To promote the health and safety and environmental management through the utilization  
of digital technologies, etc.

●   To promote the supply chain management aimed at solving environmental and social issues, etc.
• To promote the procurement complying with the “Sustainable Procurement Guidelines” across  
the supply chain as a whole

•To coordinate with suppliers in a way complying with the “Declaration of Partnership Building”

●  To improve the systems for providing procurement-related information

Infrastructure
●		To develop and commercialize next-generation high-performance ZEBs and develop  

and use the carbon-recycle concrete
●		Technical development contributing to industrial sectors expected to grow, through  

a virtuous cycle for the economy and environment
●	To establish a business in the operations and maintenance (O&M) area
●	To shift to a style of data-based sales through making proposals at the optimal timing

Safe city

Employment

Compliance with the 
Revised Labor Standards 

Act (FY2024)

Achievement of the targets of 
the General Employers Action 

Plan based on the Act on 
Promotion of Women’s 

Participation and Advancement 
in the Workplace (FY2025)

Applicable items of the infrastructure development plan

Overview of Sustainability-Focused Management and  
Medium-Term Business Plan Initiatives

● GRI Standards

● UN Global Compact

● ISO 26000

Technical Development

DX

DX

Technical Development

Technical Development

DX

DX

Safety

DX

Safety

Safety

Work Style Reform

Safety

Work Style Reform

DX

Governance

Governance

DX

Environment

Environment

Environment

Safety

Represents the seven core subjects of ISO 26000.

TAISEI Green Target 2050
International disclosure standards, code of 

conduct, and standards of behavior:

11 Realization of a sustainable and environmentally 
friendly society

22 Ensuring quality and improving technology

33 Technical development for realizing a sustainable society

44 Promotion of supply chain management

55 Thorough management of occupational health and safety

66 Cultivation of technical staff and securing human resources

77 Realization of an attractive working environment that is 
good to work in

88 Thorough compliance and restructuring of  
the Group governance system

Human rights

Labor practices

Consumer issues

Consumer issues

Environment

Consumer issues

Community

Human rights

Labor practices

Fair operating practices

Human rights

Labor practices

Environment

Organization governance

Fair operating practices

Decarbonized Society CO2 emissions from business activities: virtually zero 

Recycling Oriented Society Final disposal rate of construction byproducts: 0%

Nature Co-Existing Society Minimize the impact on the natural capital

Safety Secured Society Provide value with zero social and environmental risks
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